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“Moving Costs” Is a Mixed Bag of
Overlapping Remedies for Damages
• Elements of moving costs can be found:
– Personal Property & Moving Costs
– Trade Fixtures / Functional Units
– Severance Damages – “cost to cure”
– Business Damages – “mitigation”

Leading Cases Involving Moving Costs
Pre-Systems Components
•
•

•
•
•

Jacksonville Expressway Authority v. Henry G.
Du Pree Co., 108 So.2d 289 (Fla. 1959)
Orange State Oil Co. v. Jacksonville Expressway
Authority, 110 So.2d 687 (Fla. 1st DCA 1959)
Pensacola Scrap Processors, Inc. v. State Road
Dep’t., 188 So.2d 38 (Fla. 1st DCA 1966)
Malone v. Division of Admin., State Dep’t of
Transp., 438 So.2d 857 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1983)
DOT v. Tire Centers., LLC, 895 So.2d 1110 (Fla.
4th DCA 2005)

Damages Defined
Personal Property
& Moving Costs
The equipment
and supplies in
Dupree were
personal property,
which could be
removed without
any loss in value.
Malone v.
Division of
Admin., State
Dep’t of Transp.,
438 So.2d 857
(Fla. 3rd DCA
1983)

Trade Fixtures/
Functional Units
Law of trade
fixtures is
amorphous. It is an
assembled unit of
real estate fixtures
and personal
properties serving a
unique purpose
when assembled.
Malone

Severance
Damages
Cost-to-Cure
The cost of
effecting physical
changes or
modifications in the
premises
necessitated by
taking are in the
nature of damages
to the remainder,
not business
damage.
Le Suer v. State
Road Dep’t., 231
So.2d 265 (Fla.
1st DCA 1970)

Business Damages

Business damages
not defined, but in
the nature of lost
profits attributable to
the reduced profit
making capacity of
the business caused
by the taking of
apportion of the
realty or
improvements. Could
also simply be good
will.
Matthews v.
Division of
Admin., State
Dep’t of Transp.,
324 So.2d
664(Fla. 4th DCA
1975)

Burden
• “In all situations when damages are sought
over and above the value of the actual land
being acquired, such as compensation for
business damage, moving costs, and
particularly, severance damages, it is argued
that the the primary burden rests on the
owner.
Rice v. Ft Lauderdale, 281 So.2d 36 (Fla. 4th DCA 1973), citing Fla Eminent
Domain Practice and Procedure 2, ed., published by The Florida Bar,
section 7.9

If Remedies Overlap
• “However, if the two kinds of damages are
identical [severance and business damages],
so that landowner would be enabled to
obtain, in effect, double compensation for
the same item of damage…we are inclined to
think that such result was not intended by
the Legislature.”
Glessner v. Duval County, 203 So.2d 330 (Fla. 1st DCA 1967)

Breakdown of Leading Cases
• Partial Taking—Personal Property & Moving
Costs
Dupree
– Owner Of A Construction Business Left In Operable
As A Result Of A Partial Taking
– “A person who is put to the expense through no
desire or fault of his own can only be made whole
when his reasonable expenses are included in the
compensation.”

Breakdown of Leading Cases
• Total Take—Lessee Not Entitled to Moving Costs
Orange State Oil Co.
– Two separate parcels vested in different owners, but
held under lease to Orange State Oil Company
– Dupree inapplicable “to a lessee who, by reason of
condemnation proceeding, is required to vacate the
leased premises; particularly…such lessee is obligated
by the terms of its lease contract either to leave such
property behind or to remove it at its own expense
upon the termination of the lease ‘by its own
limitations, or otherwise’.”

Breakdown of Leading Cases
•

Partial Take—Lessee Entitled to Moving Costs &
Business Damages From The Property Taken to
The Remainder
Pensacola Scrap Processors, Inc.
– Oral Lease With Fee Owners For The Operation Of A
Scrap Metal Business.
– A tenant is entitled to claim the same elements of
“damages resulting from the loss or cost of removing
the improvements located on the land being
condemned forming a part of the leasehold estate, as
well as damages to an established business of more
than 5 years standing located on adjacent property to
which leasehold estate attaches.

Breakdown of Leading Cases
• Total Take—Trade Fixture Damages
Malone
– DOT condemned owner’s entire property with a large
industrial plant, which was a “functional unit.”
– “Other jurisdictions have been faced with problems that
arise from condemnation of properties containing trade
fixtures or functional units worth much while in place but
worth little when disassembled. These jurisdictions all
recognize that in such situations the condemnee must be
compensated for the machinery involved in the taking”
– Not compensable (under trade fixture damage) business
down time, hiring of real estate firm to find new site,
consultants about modifications and changes involved in
reassembly, environmental or code regulations.

Breakdown of Leading Cases
•

Partial Take—Severance Damage (cost-to-cure)
and Business Damage (mitigation) Excluded
Tire Centers., LLC
– Partial take of 2.9 acre property used by Tire Centers,
which required demolition of their existing structure
and relocation to a nearby site.
– Parent tract rule: in order to show two parcels are a
single tract for the purpose of severance [and business]
damages, 3 factors needed: physical contiguity, unity of
ownership and unity of use. Citing State Dept of Transp
v. Sun Islands Boats, Inc.

Available Remedies for Damages
Total Taking
Full
• Personal
Compensation Property &
Moving Costs *
• Trade Fixtures
Legislative
* Lessee not entitled to
Grace
personal property &
moving costs.

Partial Taking
• Personal Property &
Moving Costs
• Trade Fixtures
• Severance Damage
• Business Damage

Systems Components
Right Result, Terrible Opinion
• This was a business damages claim in a
partial taking where where restoration of the
business on the parent tract was impossible
so the owner relocated the business.
• Holding: if you choose to relocate offsite, the
business damage must be determined in light
of the true economic realties of the given
case i.e. mitigation and can no longer operate
under the fiction the business no longer
exists.

Systems Components
Right Result, Terrible Opinion
•

How they got there, the Court was confused…

•

“For example, in Malone a case involving an established
type of business damage (i.e. moving expenses) the 3rd
DCA recognized—consistent with this Court’s
precedent—that Florida law requires courts to take into
account all facets and circumstances bearing a
reasonable relationship to the loss occasioned an
owner by virtue of his property being taken, and held
that the [business-damage] award should be based on
the allowable costs incurred or that will be incurred as
long as the move is undertaken seasonably.” Pg 981

Systems Components
Right Result, Terrible Opinion
• “Footnote 20: Despite our general agreement
with the analysis presented in Malone, we
disagree with portions of the 3rd DCA’s
decision. First the Malone court treated
moving expenses as a component of the full
compensation required under Article X. …
• …. Subsequent precedent has clarified that
this conclusion was incorrect—business
damages are a creature of statute.”

Summary
•

In the case of business s damages:
– There must be a partial taking to make a claim and
strictly follow 73.071(b)(3)
– Tire Centers—no longer applicable.
– The business does not have to relocate and the
condemnor may not offer evidence that it “could”
mitigate the damage.
– If a business does relocate, the business damages must
be determined in light of the true economic realities—
cannot claim fiction that it has been entirely lost.

There Is More Than One Way
To Skin A Cat
•

Did the court expand the rights set forth in
Malone?
– Did the court expand the right to relocate trade fixtures
based on Malone?

•

Only Orange State denied moving costs to a
tenant in a total taking
– But what if the tenant had claimed the loss of trade
fixtures in Orange State?
– For most business, the trade fixture doctrine will cover
most moving expenses where the right might not
otherwise exist for a tenant in a total taking.

Commercial v. Residential
• The right of an owner to move his property in
a total taking should apply to both
• Uniform Relocation Act—Intended only as a
supplementary measure enabling recovery
by displaced condemnees of expenses not
otherwise compensable under traditional
eminent domain principles of state law…

Final Thought
• “The powerful government can usually take
care of itself; when the courts cease to
protect the individual – within, of course,
constitutional and statutory limitations –
such individual rights will be rapidly
swallowed up and disappear in the maw of
the sovereign.”
DREW, Justice (concurring specially). Du Pree Co., at Pg 293.

The End!
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